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Nat Sakimura
“The role of reputation in reducing security risks in the cloud and establishing trust”

Questions:

- What kind of ongoing mechanism or business function will make trust, reputation, privacy and security an ongoing reality?
- In the move to the cloud for sensitive services, do you see the possibility that entrepreneurial companies will develop new online trust and reputation businesses and business models?

Dominique Nguyen
“The need to verify a customer’s identity during the initial establishment of a financial customer against the national database identity database(s) system of records to reduce successful identity theft”

Questions

- Would this be something the global financial community considers as a concert effort to reduce identify theft and reduce fraudulent e-commerce activities?
- What would it take for a global cooperation to adopt the proposal as a global strategy?

Anil Saldhana
“Data protection in the cloud and the need for key management Need -- and surveillance based on court orders/legislation in the cloud”

Questions:

- With governments expressing more concerns about law enforcement and anti-terrorism measures in the online world, do you see pressures on industry to develop and implement key escrow standards that would scale to the cloud?
- Is KMIP looking at this?

Tony Nadalin
“Enable a person disclosing identity information (a Discloser) to have assurance that it will be treated with appropriate protection by the party to whom it is disclosed (the Receiver)”

Questions:

- Would progressive levels allowing parties who disclose or receive identity information to know in advance how it is to be treated useful (much like LoA)?
- Do people find the following a good base to start with?
  - Data Protection Directive of the European Union (Directive 95/46/EC)
  - Privacy Framework of APEC
  - Privacy Guidelines of OECD
  - Fair Information Practice Principles of the U.S. FTC?